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Connection O Cameroon you cradle of our fathers, holy shrine, where in our fog they now rest, your tears and blood and sweat and oil made water on your hills and valleys when their tillage rose, dear father land, your worth no tongue can tell !!! How can we ever pay your due? Your welf is we will win in wear and love and peace will be to
your name ever true. Cede land of promise, land of glory, you life and delight our only shop your be honoaur, your devotion and deep endearment for ever more. - Advertising - Letter to the President of the Republic about the English version of Cameroon's national anthem, which was very poorly translated. Your Excellency, I have the
honour to speak about this letter about cameroon's national anthem, which very poorly translated into English. My name is Bong Nicolas. I am 100% Cameroonian, English origin, from the Department of Boyo in the northwestern region. I'm a journalist and translator. Their Excellency, Cameroon National Anthem/The Cameroon National
Anthem was very poorly translated into English. The English version of Cameroon's national anthem contrasts with the original French version. They are the father of all Cameroon from north to south and from east to west, a perfectly united country. You are the precious gift of our ancestors and you are the only person who can correct
this mistake in Cameroon. That's why I'm sending you this letter. Look at the two (02) versions that follow: the original French version followed by the English version, which was very poorly translated, a real opposite. Compare the two versions. The original version in French: National anthem of CameroonO Cameroon, cradle of our
ancestorsVa standing and jealous of your freedom,As a sun your proud flag should be, An ardent symbol of faith and unity. May all your children from north to south, from east to west be all love! To serve you that this is their only purposeTo fulfill their duty always! Refrain: Dear Homeland, Dear Country, You are our only true happiness,
Our joy and our lives, you love and great honor! IiYou is the tomb where our fathers sleep, the garden that our ancestors have cultivated. We are working to make you prosperous, A fine day we will have arrived, from Africa be faithful child! And always progress in peaceSleigh that your little children will love forever. Refrain: Your
Excellency, the first verse of the French version of Cameroon's national anthem is a eulogy of our ancestors; and for all Cameroonians it is a song about freedom and success, a song of peace, a song of love and national unity. This first verse appeals to all Cameroonians from north to south and from east to west to be an epitome of
cohesion, i.e. to be completely united and dedicate themselves to serving our dear homeland, Cameroon.The second verse of this French version continues to praise our ancestors and thank them for the peaceful country and united that they had built. He calls on all Cameroonians to work hard to make our country the best, most
peaceful, peaceful and completely united; In short, an ideal country in Africa. The English version that was misrepreses: a contrasens:The Cameroon National Anthem: O Cameroon, Thou Cradle of our Fathers,Holy Shrine, in which in our midst they now rest,Your tears and blood and sweat your earth made water, On your hills and valleys
when their pink earthwork. Dear Fatherland, your value no tongue can tell! How can we ever pay your due? Your welfare we will win in toil and love and peace,Will be to your name ever true! Chorus: The Land of Law, land of glory! You, of life and joy, our only shop! Your be honor, your devotion, and deep caresses, forever. IIFrom Shari,
from which Mungo meandersFrom along the banks of the rings Boumba Stream, Muster your sounds in union close around you, Mighty as Buea Mountain be their team;Instill in them love of gentle ways,Regret for mistakes of the past; Foster, for Mother Africa, a loyaltyIt true will remain to the end. Choir: Your Excellency, the English
version of Cameroon's national anthem / Cameroon's national anthem was very poorly translated: It is a counterbalance This version is a lament that laments the lives of the English-speaking ancestors and the loss of their homeland, it is a sombre song, a song of racial segregation, a war song and a song about segregation. Freedom,
success, peace, love and national unity for all Cameroonians from north to south and from east to west are not mentioned in this version. The first verse: The first verse of the English version of the National Anthem in Cameroon is a lament that laments the lives of the English-speaking ancestors and the loss of their homeland. Its purpose
is to encourage Anglophones to war, and segregation. He encourages and reminds Anglophones that the only way to satisfy their ancestors is to reclaim their homeland. The second verse: In addition, the second verse of the English version divides Cameroon into two: it tracks the boundaries of southern Cameroon and the Republic of
Cameroon at the time of our colonizers: the English and the French. He shared Cameroon and separated Cameroon-English speaking, southern Cameroon at the time, from other parts of the country: From Shari, form, where Mungo meanders from along the banks of poor Boumba Stream ... Not only does this second verse divide our
country, Cameroon in two, but it appeals to all English speakers to prepare and assemble, and to be as strong as Mount Buea (i.e. Mount Cameroon probably because it is in the English-speaking zone), to be unmatched in order to be able to rectify the mistakes that their ancestors had made in the past by reclaiming the land they had lost
in favor of the Republic of Cameroon. The second verse calls on Anglophones for war, segregation, For their freedom, to reclaim their homeland to be an independent country of Africa.Your Excellency, since this English version of the National Anthem of Cameroon very poorly translated, a true opposite of the original version in French, it
is obvious that the translator of the national anthem was a terrible racist, a sectarian, a separatist, a promoter, and also belligerent he aimed to encourage Anglophones and frankphones to dissents , to war, and finally to segregation. This cunning translator like an old fox, for his cunning trick had maintained the melody of the original, so
that cameroonians do not quickly notice that the English version is at odds with the original in French. But a sombre song, a song of racial segregation, a song of war and separation must not have the same melody as a song of love and peace, as a song of national unity. In fact, his goals have caused a lot of discord between
Anglophones and French speakers in this country, putting the lives of all Cameroonians at risk, and can bring down our dear country, Cameroon, into ruins. It is terrible that this English version has been sung everywhere and every day in Cameroon for years. Every English speaker who understands what this English version says is not
happy: even Anglophones who do not like racism and who will never be racist, immediately heard this version sing this version feel very uncomfortable. Even young children, as soon as they reached school age, at school, when they hear this version always begin to feel that there is disagreement between Anglophones and French
speakers in Cameroon. I have found that almost all English speaking Cameroonians do not even know that the English version they sing every day in Cameroon is quite different from the original French version. The worst thing is that every 20Thrly people every 20Thrly people start celebrating the Feast of National Unity in Cameroon with



this version that evokes segregation and misfortune in Cameroon. What a paradox! Cameroon must be a epitome of cohesion. So for peace, perfect unity and apotheosis in this country I suggest the correct translation of the original: from French to English. I first present the original in French followed by its English translation, the English
version. Compare the following two versions: The original version in French: National Anthem of Cameroon.O Cameroon, cradle of our ancestors, Go standing and jealous of your freedom,As a sun your proud flag must,A burning symbol of faith and unity. May all your children from north to south, from east to west be all love! To serve you
that this is their only purposeTo fulfill their duty always! Refrain: Dear Homeland, Dear Country, You are our only true happiness, Our joy and our lives, you love and great honor! IIYou are the grave, where sleep our fathers, the que nos aïeux ont cultivé. Nous travaillons pour te rendre prospère, Un beau jour enfin nous serons arrivés, De
l'Afrique sois fidèle enfant! Et progresse toujours en paixEspérant que tes jeunes enfantsT'aimeront sans borne à jamais. Refrain: La version anglaise que je propose: Cameroon National Anthem: O Cameroon, You Cradle of Our Fathers,With courage, enjoy the fruits of your freedom, Like morning star stands your flag above the others,
True symbol of perfect peace and Unity.May your love enclosed citizens' hearts that they can live as one nation! Can loyalty and commitment to the nation,Grip their hearts as honest citizens. Chorus: The Land of Law, land of glory! You, of life and joy, our only shop! Your be honor, your devotion, and deep caresses, forever. IIHail the
nation, hosted by our ancestors,Holy Shrine, in which in our midst they now rest, Muster seeds that they planted in the garden,To beareth the fruit for prosperity; The fruits of labor eventually, we hope to harvest,Keep up to Mother Africa that really, we should live in peace and harmony! Africa, we will love you even more. Chorus:NB: La
mélodie de la version original en français maintenue. The melody of the original French version is maintained. - Advertising - - -
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